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Bulls send Hawks to the brink

by Sam Smith

Posted on May 11

The contents of this page have not been reviewed or endorsed by the Chicago Bulls. All opinions 
expressed by Sam Smith are solely his own and do not reflect the opinions of the Chicago Bulls or 
their Basketball Operations staff, parent company, partners, or sponsors. His sources are not known to 
the Bulls and he has no special access to information beyond the access and privileges that go along 
with being an NBA accredited member of the media.

Derrick Rose was terrific, as usual, getting 33 points and nine assists in Tuesday’s Bulls 95-83 victory 
over the Atlanta Hawks that gave the Bulls a 3-2 lead in the Eastern Conference semifinal.

Luol Deng came back impressively from a cool weekend in Atlanta with 23 points. Carlos Boozer 
added 11 points and 12 rebounds and Keith Bogans made three three pointers.

But this was a game for Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau and not only why he deserved Coach of the 
Year, but how he is growing along with his players.

The Bulls drew within one game of clinching the series because Thibodeau was willing to do what he 
never does and raised his own game as well to match the stakes and circumstances.
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Going into the fourth quarter, the Bulls were the proverbial speedboat engine that had failed, dead in 
the waters of hostility. Yes, the Bulls led 69-68. But the Hawks had recovered effortlessly from a 15-
point deficit and still were shooting almost 53 percent for the game.

The TNT sideline microphone caught Thibodeau in a timeout not making up another play or 
formation, but basically trying to keep his youngsters from hyperventilating.

“Look, everyone relax,” Thibodeau instructed. “Breathe, breathe.”

This did not sound like the instructions to a confident team.

Joakim Noah still was scoreless in the game. Boozer had just played 10 third quarter minutes and 
scored during just one possession. The Hawks had just shot 60 percent in the quarter and were getting 
everything they wanted without much resistance but for a cheap shot elbow out of frustration from 
Boozer to Josh Smith that drew a double technical when Smith retaliated. There was virtually zero 
protection at the basket with Noah and Boozer relentlessly out of position.

Thibodeau believes in structure, and it’s been a major reason the Bulls have been so successful this 
season. Players have their roles and their responsibilities, and Thibodeau rarely varies.

But this was the moment of the season. Lose this game and it likely was the last in Chicago for the 
season.

Thibodeau went back to Rose, as he did to open the fourth quarter of Game 4, eschewing his normal 
rest along with Thibodeau’s talisman, Deng.

But Thibodeau also opted for defense.
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Generally, Thibodeau goes for offense in the fourth quarter, using Kyle Korver with Boozer. But this 
was as radical departure and lineup as Thibodeau has used all season, and it was a magic potion.

Taj Gibson, Omer Asik and Ronnie Brewer provided the energy and effort that had been evaporating. 
Go back and watch the beginning of the fourth quarter and you’ll see a virtual clinic on help defense 
from Asik. Gibson had been probably the most energetic Bull in this series, but underutilized as 
Thibodeau continued to try to expand Boozer’s presence. Brewer had been in something of a funk 
since his thumb injury and seemingly down on himself.

But this truly was a desperate time.

So Thibodeau benched Boozer and Noah for the entire fourth quarter, and that saved the game, if not 
the season. Gibson had 11 points in the fourth, Brewer had five rebounds and two steals and while 
Asik had three rebounds and a block, his help was inspirational: Sealing two men to allow a Deng 
score, cutting off Joe Johnson and Jamal Crawford on the same possession to prevent layups, forcing 
the ball out of Al Horford’s hands into a turnover.

“Those guys played hard,” said Hawks coach Larry Drew. “They are three blue collar workers. They 
came out and we felt their presence physically. They worked harder than we did. Give credit where 
credit is due. Those guys affected the game. They played harder and played more physically and made 
their presence felt.”

It really was brilliant, if unrecorded in the box score, stuff. It was the so called little things that win 
big games.

“We’ve said all along that we’re very confident in our bench,” said Thibodeau. “Our bench has played 
well all season. So it’s always somebody different. If somebody’s going well, we will ride that 
group.”

But will he?

I know Noah was named second team all defense, and he is a tornado of energy and effort. But he 
often wears himself out as the game progresses. Plus, his basket protection is inconsistent because he 
roams so much on defense. Boozer, how shall we say, isn’t exactly a defensive stopper. Though you 
often hear, and I cannot deny, the most points wins the game. The question is how you get then and 
who you are.

The Bulls have liked to say they are a defensive team, but they tend to go with an offensive lineup 
down the stretch in most games. And I’m not about to argue with 62 wins. Though we keep getting 
told the playoffs are different, and while Thibodeau had been playing that offensive card most of this 
series, he instinctively, if not out of necessity, returned to his defensive roots to win Game 5, perhaps 
seeing the confused looks in his players’ eyes that apparently prompted that late third quarter plea for 
quiescence.

“This is the playoffs so you’re going to be in tight quarters,” said Thibodeau. “You have to be 
comfortable being uncomfortable. I thought that they hung tough and stayed together and got some 
timely baskets. We also got some stops. I thought that was the big thing and I thought that our energy 
for that group was really good.”

Which begs the question of where you go from here, other than Atlanta.
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Will we see more of that defensive lineup in the fourth quarter? Boozer and Noah for three and the 
Gibson and Asik to finish, and, frankly, they are a better defensive tandem. I don’t think so, but it 
certainly remains a strong option and Thibodeau showed he’ll go to them.

“It was just the way the game unfolded and some of the match ups that we had. It sort of forced our 
hand a little bit,” said Thibodeau. “We’ll see how it unfolds. We said all along we’re very confident in 
our bench. I thought our starters played well. I thought Keith got off to a great start. I thought Carlos 
got off to a great start. I thought Carlos rebounded the ball in traffic extremely well. I thought his post 
moves were extremely aggressive. I thought we had a number of people play well and we needed 
everybody.” 

Thibodeau isn’t changing any starting lineups, certainly not after staying with the same group and 
having so much success this season. Though I did love the lineup that had Deng guarding Johnson and 
Gibson guarding Smith when the Hawks, as they like to do, went small late. It showed Deng can play 
shooting guard, if needed, and the Bulls can go to a bigger lineup as Gibson can play Smith, and he 
played him well. But Bogans did do a good job making Johnson work early in the game. Thibodeau 
also showed he is willing and able to adapt to the circumstances, which makes you feel a lot better 
about the team’s chances.

“Playing defense, that was the big thing,” said Rose. “They are a good shooting team and we tried our 
hardest to shut down their scorers. We played with a good pace. Off a miss, we pushed the ball. I was 
kind of surprised (the lineup that finished), but they brought a lot of energy. They really hustled and 
were blocking shots and rebounding. They did everything that we wanted. In the playoffs, the guys 
have to come in and play as good as the starters. Tonight they showed that. 

“Coach said we have to go through the fire together. Every series has tested us in every way,” said 
Rose. “We know that going down there they are going to give us their all. If we come out and play 
our way, defense first, we can make things tough on them.”

The Bulls did do a lot of good things Tuesday.

They closed down the Hawks transition, especially by Josh Smith, that gave them trouble in Game 4. 
The Bulls led in points in the paint, second chance points and fast breaks. The Bulls did get some 
breaks from the officials with Smith in early foul trouble, Boozer failing to get called on several 
obvious pushing violations which were putting him in foul trouble in previous games and an apparent 
foul against Jeff Teague late after a steal the Bulls turned into a score. The Bulls shot 28 free throws 
to 17 for Atlanta as Rose shot 13. But the Bulls also were the aggressor this time, which leads to foul 
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calls as they closed better on the shooters, holding the Hawks to one of 12 on threes with Crawford 
and Johnson combing for 17 points on seven of 24 shooting. Teague led the Hawks with 21 points.

“We’re allowing them to take us out of our offense,” said Drew. “We’ve got to come out in Game 6 
(Thursday) and play like a team that’s desperate, play with a lot of energy, play composed and make 
sure we don’t take possessions off. We have to play like our backs are against the wall. Because it is.”

The Bulls started the game with a burst, leading 32-21 after the first quarter and 32-17 late. Deng had 
11 in the first quarter and answered the question of who would step up offensively to support Rose 
with shots in four of the Bulls first five possessions.

“I just wanted to come out aggressive from the start of the game,” said Deng. “I thought the last few 
games, or the games there, I wasn’t aggressive to begin with. I just made sure that I was going to 
come out aggressive and I thought we all did a good job of being aggressive early.” 

Smith drew his second foul and had to go out with the Bulls ahead 18-15, and they took off after that 
as Bogans had a field day offensively against Crawford, even driving the ball for a score.

But the Hawks got back in it in the second quarter, which wasn’t a good omen for the Bulls. The book 
on the Hawks is to get that big early lead and they’ll fold. They apparently were listening to music 
and forgot to read that book Tuesday.

The Hawks went back to that big lineup with Jason Collins starting, though he’s been awful. It’s been 
Smith at small forward in a sort of point forward position that’s hurt the Bulls. Zaza Pachulia has been 
good, and he torched Boozer in the second quarter as he scored nine points. He was averaging three in 
the series.

Rose was pushing the ball, getting to the line in three consecutive possessions, but the Hawks weren’t 
going away this time.

“Derrick can shoot 100 times. I don’t care,” said Deng about Rose being questioned regarding shots in 
the game 4 loss. “He’s making shots. He’s the MVP. He’s been dong that all year. I feel there’s 
always something for people to pick on. We don’t care who gets the shots. All we care about is 
winning. If Derrick needs to take 40 or 50 shots, that’s fine with me.”

Rose would have if not for that marvelous fourth quarter defensive stand.

The Hawks kept pushing back in the third quarter and the Bulls were wilting. The ball stopped 
moving sharply and it seemed Noah and Boozer were gassed. No one was getting back when Rose 
was penetrating and Teague was running out and scoring. The transition defense was poor, and 
suddenly the Hawks had their first lead of the game, 64-63 after Smith finally hit a jumper. Bulls 
players were passing on shots, and only a strong close of the quarter by Deng gave the Bulls a 69-68 
lead entering the fourth quarter. There was a murmur of anxiety in the United Center as the realization 
struck that this could be the last quarter the home fans would see this wonderful group.

“This is a great time of the year,” said Thibodeau. “We work all season to get to this point and these 
are great games. They’re great teams that you are going against. It is going to test you in a lot of 
different ways. You have to have resolve and you have to be able to stay together.”

Thibodeau usually goes to the bench to open the second and fourth quarters. But after both losses in 
this series, he opened the fourth quarter with Rose, Deng and either Noah or Boozer. This time he 
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went with his iron men, Rose and Deng, but with the defensive group of Asik, Gibson and Brewer 
after playing Korver just four minutes without a shot early.

The Hawks opened the fourth with a score to retake the lead, but then Rose drove hard down the left 
side for a layup. Like in Atlanta in Game 4, the Hawks abandoned the traps and strong shows in the 
fourth quarter for getting back and clogging the lane with shot blockers. But as Rose said, he adjusted. 
It’s amazing what he does for a 22-year-old. The Hawks had been getting him as he went in deep and 
didn’t get the calls. The league has been urging referees this season to not call fouls if the interior 
defender goes straight up even if there is contact.

So Rose began shooting his floater sooner and higher, just out of the reach of Smith, or going more 
quickly when he saw the opening before the defense could set, as he did with that first drive.

“I thought he was terrific,” Thibodeau said of Rose. “I thought he had good balance. I thought he was 
attacking the basket. He got to the line 13 times. I want him to continue to do that. I thought he 
distributed the ball well. I thought his defense was good. I think you (media) guys measure his shots 
all the time. But we need him to shoot like that for us to win.” 

Asik forced Johnson into a miss on a strong close, and then Deng scored on a dive cut and pass from 
Rose with Asik sealing off two Hawks inside to give Deng an open lane.

Asik then cut off Johnson as he missed stepping farther out. Rose took off out of the backcourt and 
found Gibson, who made a strong move through contact for a three point play.

“My teammates were looking for me. I was playing with a lot of energy, and I was making some 
baskets,” said Gibson. “One thing about us is that we play with a lot of energy and we are a hard-
nosed team.” 

Asik then thwarted Horford one on one, and Brewer picked off his pass out when Deng came over to 
trap.

Rose then drove hard off an Asik screen that stood up two Hawks and Rose scored for a 78-70 Bulls 
lead and 9-0 run that effectively won the game with 8:30 left.

But there was more, terrific defense from the Blue Collar three.

Asik came from the weak side to block a Smith shot and Smith missed again, though Atlanta got the 
ball back and Teague was fouled and made two. But Rose answered with a drive and two free throws 
of his own or an 80-72 lead.

Smith went at Gibson and was fouled, and then the Bulls pounded the offensive boards with Brewer 
and Gibson both getting offensive rebounds before a Rose miss. But now the arena was in a frenzy 
sensing the energy and resolve Thibodeau could not find earlier.

Brewer made another steal and the Bulls attacked the rim again with Smith getting one block on Deng 
but then a goaltend against Brewer’s offensive rebound and 82-74 Bulls lead with 6:40 left.

Johnson hit a jumper, but Rose drove again and was fouled, scoring and getting a three point play and 
then Deng stripped Johnson for a turnover and exulted to the crowd.
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“I really think that in the past I wouldn’t have done that,” said Deng. “I really feel that I am one of the 
leaders on this team. When I do stuff like that and when the crowd gets into it, the guys see it and 
guys will follow. In the past I was more quiet. I didn’t show a lot of emotion. But most of the time it 
was because I was following. I feel like I am a much better leader now. Especially with the way this 
year went and everything and being there when guys were hurt really helped me with my leadership.” 

“We need him on the floor,” said Thibodeau.

Atlanta pulled within 85-79 with 4:54 left on a Horford jumper. But Gibson then was big with a 
spinning drive for a score, a drive and a jumper around a Rose runner high over Smith to put the game 
away.

“I have been playing basketball a long time,” said Gibson, “but tonight was special.”

The trio of Brewer, Asik and Gibson played for entire fourth quarter for the first time this season in a 
crucial sequence. The Hawks shot 31.3 percent for the quarter after being over 50 percent all game 
and were outscored 26-15.

And now the Bulls are just a game away from the conference finals. We’ll see whom Thibodeau relies 
upon to try to help the Bulls get there.

Tags: carlos boozer, derrick rose, joakim noah, joe johnson, keith bogans, kyle korver, luol deng, 
omer asik, ronnie brewer, taj gibson, tom thibodeau
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Score: 0 yokohama bulls fan 
3:41 AM on May 11, 2011

Glad to see that the Bench Mob was well-represented in this 
one. One more! Go Bulls!

  

Report Abuse 

Score: 0 dirty 
4:02 AM on May 11, 2011

First, credit where credit is due: D. Rose with another dominant 
MVP-caliber performance. When he drove for that three-point 
play late in the game all I could say was, "Well, what do you 
expect?" The spectacular has become second-nature now and 
he's already spoiling me. Great job again by Deng, especially 
scoring early. Bringing in the best defensive lineup in the 4th 
quarter turned out to be the deciding factor, with a very special 
game from Taj-a-woo. Congratulations! 
 
Joakim, where were you this game? When you disappear like 
this, for some reason the effort must not be there. When they 
asked you during the TNT post-game what it takes to be a great 
"energy man," you said it took lots of rest and not going out the 
previous night. Hmm. Is that why you didn't show up this game? 
It's time to man up! Does somebody have to fly in your 
grandfather for you to bring it or are the NBA playoffs enough? 
 
I love Joakim and I'll be cheering for him more than anybody 
next game. Let's go Bulls!

  

Report Abuse 
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1 reply 

Score: 0 zedrix 
6:19 AM on May 11, 2011

This is why Gar and Pax don't wanna trade Taj for a SG. He 
just show this game how important is he to this team.

  

Report Abuse 

Score: -2 brasbulls 
7:39 AM on May 11, 2011

Thibs finally heard us. Asik and Taj. Taj bailed us out...he was a 
monster. Maybe the best game of his life. I hope he continues 
that way. He will eventually bench Noah. Trade Noah. I love the 
guy...but he hasn't been as effective as he needs to be.  
 
Asik isn't that great either. Teaguer and Smith walked all over 
him.  
 
Like the commentators said. The Hawks are a better team...but 
the Bulls have Rose. Unfortunately, that's the truth...and what 
I've been saying all along. Hold on to your seats, its not over 
yet.

4 replies 

  

Report Abuse 

Score: 1 mad skills 
8:28 AM on May 11, 2011

I don't think Atlanta has a better team, just more athletic players 
overall. Atlanta really seems to have 3 quasi center/power 
forwards in the game at one time with Horford, Smith and 
Collins/Pachulla. They are always looking for the mismatch 
down low against either Deng or Boozer. Noah is being asked 
to stop the drives and fall back to double who ever has the ball. 
Deng/Boozer are not going to stop Smith/Horford by 
themselves. That's why Noah is tired. Asik because of his size 
stays home and can guard any of the three. Taj because of his 
great skill set can also guard all three and can score on them 
because he is persistent and just a quality player(how are we 
going to keep him on the farm once he sees the big city!?!?!?). 
Brewer is just faster and smarter than Crawford or Johnson so 
he really fits. 
If you study the plays, Atlanta is always trying to get Noah to 
come out more, he should stay at home more, make Teague hit 
the jumper. When Atlanta goes to the two bigs with Johnson, 
Crawford and Teague we have the better team, especially with 
Brewer, Deng and Rose against them. I would like to see more 
of Gibson at the pf to make it harder at least when they go to 
the 3 bigs. 
It was nice that I said yesterday Thibs would use Taj, Asik and 
Brewer more as the games progress and Watson less. I 
wouldn't be afraid to put Korver on Crawford as Crawford really 

  

Report Abuse 
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would rather shoot from outside. 
We now know how to play them, lets finish this off in Atlanta. 
GO BULLS!

1 reply 

Score: 0 garry v 
8:28 AM on May 11, 2011

Good call Sammy. Thibs rode guys who play solid D and 
hustle. Asik is an excellent defender and Taj should be starting. 
Boozer should be a role player, He's one dimensional.

1 reply 

  

Report Abuse 

Score: 1 bjwooden 
8:28 AM on May 11, 2011

Gibson has been great in this series so far, going 5 for 5 last 
night, 3 for 3 in game 4, and 5 for 9 in game 3! It was a great 
win last night! My favorite thing of all was watching all the 
starters on the bench cheering on the backups, not being 
selfish or upset that they weren't in the game! This team has 
great chemistry and I believe this game will be a stepping stone 
for Rose, showing him he doesn't have to do it by himself. Let's 
go to ATL and win this series! Go Bulls!

1 reply 

  

Report Abuse 

Score: 2 boojuh 
9:08 AM on May 11, 2011

@brasbulls You seem to be in favor of starting Thomas over 
Noah + Asik! And which incompetent commentators actually 
believe the Hawks are a better team? They may have better 
individual athletes, but there is a reason they have a reputation 
of collapsing when the going gets tough. If Atlanta ever finds 
the right management, then things could get more interesting, 
but I'm not holding my breath. 
 
The Bulls have had an unfortunate tendency of playing down to 
their competition this season, but they also have been good 
about making adjustments and emphatically avenging losses. 
This may sound premature, but bring on the Heat.

  

Report Abuse 

Score: 0 katmandu 
9:25 AM on May 11, 2011

Great article by Sam.  
 
Here are my thoughts: 
1. Wow, did Ronnie Brewer shut down Jamaal Crawford? Asik's 
help, and Gibson's moves? It's hard to put this lineup in the 4th 
unless the Bulls have the lead.  

  

Report Abuse 
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2. Noah just has trouble against Horford and Atlanta. One 
reason is Horford plays just as hard as Noah does.  
3. Asik has a a way of sealing off the interior. He doesn't appear 
taller than Noah or that much heavier, but Atlanta is affected by 
his height. Better Asik than Kurt Thomas, although I'd like to 
see Thomas at PF his natural position. Yes, size matters in the 
NBA.  
4. Maybe it'll help Korver to take a game off. 
5. Bogansmeister is shooting better, he's not an automatic miss 
lately. Sam says credit Ron Adams. My sabremetric analysis 
indicates Bogans has 1 more game left in these playoffs of 
scoring 8 or more. He may exceed that by 2 games but more 
than that I seriously doubt it.  
6. Asik needs to be in better shape. I don't know what is in his 
diet but he gets winded too easily. The last 2 minutes his face 
was full red. That's a bit embarrassing for a professional 
athlete. Hey, Omer, I know a Turkish restaurant by 
Clark/Foster. We'll discuss your diet there.

2 replies 

Score: 1 katmandu 
9:51 AM on May 11, 2011

Here are my Hawks thoughts: 
1. These guys are making a series of it. Their talent was about 
to take over the series until Thibodeau made an in-game 
adjustment in the 4th. This may be the most talented group left 
in the playoffs, Memphis is up there too though Gay is injured. 
Larry Drew is acquitting himself well. His benching of Marvin 
Williams has thrown the Bulls off. I didn't think Atlanta could be 
this disciplined but maybe they've learned something. 
2. I'm getting tired of Horford hitting that jumper, and I'm getting 
tired of Jeff Teague scoring. Have I become so demanding like 
Thibs? Atlanta didn't score much consdiering how much 
offensive firepower they have. That's going to be the key for the 
Bulls, defense, since they are so offensively challenged. (Can I 
talk about Keith Bogans again?) 
3. Steve Kerr took the words right out of my mouth: The Hawks 
looked tired midway thru the 4th, especially Horford and Smith.  
4. We'll see how energetic the Hawks crowd is Thursday. I 
thought the Bulls fed off the crowd, like the Hawks did in game 
4. Home court is important. (Am I getting too obvious now?)

3 replies 
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Score: 1 trevs94 
10:09 AM on May 11, 2011

Loved the call for more Asik after game 4, Sam. Love the 
combo with Gibson. Those guys are awesome defensively. 
There is only so much offense the Bulls have... not too many 
options for guys to create their own shot. Thus, why not throw 
some more defense at them. Asik has improved a ton! Both he 
and Gibson seemed to always be in the way. I'd like to see 
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them more. Asik can really clog up the paint... which could be 
key if we can get past the Hawks and see the Heat. He could 
stop Wade/LeBron from living in the lane. 
 
Still, Teague made a couple crazy shots over those guys. I'm 
not sure how. Where would the Hawks be without him?! Why 
was he not playing at all until now? I gotta say, it's an 
indictment on the Hawks management. Outside of possibly 
Smith, Teague has been their series MVP.

1 reply 

Score: 3 d-rose01 
10:21 AM on May 11, 2011

My seats are behind the basket on the side of the Bulls bench 
but across the other side of the floor and I distinctly heard him 
say "breathe" during that timeout. It was true too...ALL his guys 
except Derrick couldn't wait to get the ball out of their hands...it 
was like a hot potato. People like to look at the box score after 
not watching the game and point fingers at Derrick for taking so 
many shots...NONE of his teammates want to shoot the ball so 
what is he supposed to do. 
 
I LOVED that Thibs actually changed things up...PHEW! Even if 
the Bulls get past this feisty Hawks team, going with the same 
old formula from the regular season against a resurgent Heat 
team was NOT going to work. He is a rookie head coach and 
although he has been REALLY stubborn, it was nice that he 
took a gamble and went with a different lineup...and of course, 
it helps that it worked. 
 
My cousin was with me at the game last night and he turned to 
me and said "I don't know about this lineup" referring to the 4th 
quarter...I LOVED it! Had Thibs gone with this lineup in Game 
4, we would have won the series last night. The Hawks just 
aren't that good defensively so with Derrick and Lu you can 
surround them with anyone and still have 22+ points and if 
surround them with Brewer, Asik, and Taj...you're NOT going to 
give up more than 20 so do the math. If they have the lead 
going into the 4th again on Thu night, I would hope they go right 
back to these guys. 
 
GREAT WIN! 
 
GO BULLS!

2 replies 
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Score: 1 badger33 
10:37 AM on May 11, 2011

Great piece Sam. Although Boozer has gotten all the attention, 
Korver has killed us with poor defense and poor shooting. It 
isn't that he isn't trying, but Teague is a tough assignment for 
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him. And Atlanta gets comfortable by scoring while the Bulls get 
comfortable by defending. So, better to go with the energy guys 
and get some fast breaks on offense. 
 
We need more Taj and Brewer. If Ronnie could just get his 
jump shot back (despite the thumb injury) then we'd really have 
something.

Score: -2 jlneste 
10:38 AM on May 11, 2011

I know I am going to catch grief for saying this but......I wish 
Josh Smith would have knocked Carlos Boozer straight out. 
Boozer is so cheap, between his "screens", his push in the 
backs on rebounds, and not to mention his fake "bravado", this 
guys is a joke. A well paid joke at that. He dunks it one time and 
he acts like he just hit a game seven winning 3 at the 
opponents place. I am a life long Bulls fan, but I cannot cheer 
for Boozer. Once again, Gibson showed his worth while Boozer 
got to sit when it was crunch time. Oh well, I should get used to 
his annoying ways. I will be watching him for the next 4 
years........

1 reply 
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Score: 1 ryan dornan 
10:52 AM on May 11, 2011

Defense wins championships! 
 
I LOVED that 4th quarter line-up. LOVED IT. The Iron Asik is a 
pesty factor...His size clogs the lane, his length defends the 
hoop, and he is obviously intelligent. I love that guy. 
 
Great to see Brewer back in the mix doin' what he does best.  
 
Super stoked for Thursday. Bring it on!  
 
(Hope Thibs goes defensive again)
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Score: 1 lovewalkervanlierfan 
12:10 PM on May 11, 2011

I hope none of the Hawks fans are complaining about the calls 
going the Bulls way. There were numerous times Rose drove 
and there was obvious contact, sometimes hit on the head, 
elbowed down low or knocked to the floor, but no call. As his 
career progresses, he may rely more on this patented teardrop 
a little further out from the glass to avoid the contact and 
consistent non-calls. Perhaps he is so strong that the refs don't 
realize he's being pushed. 
 
Agreed, the Bulls may have gotten away with a few fouls, but 
what about Josh Smith literally nailing Deng with a forearm to 
the face under the basket in the 2nd half? Smith acts like a thug 
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and plays like one...I don't blame the Hawks fans for booing 
him. 
 
As far as Boozer goes, I wasn't hearing many complaints about 
him when the team was winning 62 games. I feel his lack of 
offense stems from 1) His early season injury keeping him out 
for so long and thus becoming comfortable with the offensive 
system over the length of an entire season; 2) after he came 
back, he had to adjust again to playing with Noah on the floor at 
the same time; 3) toe injury, and 4) Rose not looking for him 
enough on those drives to the rim when he's double and triple 
teamed and Booz is wide open for an easy dunk. I'm not 
making excuses for him and he did overreact somewhat on his 
dunk, but I think he's been having such a mediocre playoffs that 
the emphatic jam made a statement to the fans that he is trying 
his best. 
 
Earlier in the season, we saw Korver and Booz working 
beautifully together with the pick and roll for an easy score for 
Booz. It's not coming as easy now in the playoffs, but they need 
to work that more. Of course Korver is one of our few long 
range threats, but gives up alot on D, especially when he's 
guarding Teague. Anyway, give Booz some credit for 
consistently rebounding well and if he can get 15 points a game 
from him in the playoffs, i'd be happy with that.

Score: 0 bbluitt3 
12:30 PM on May 11, 2011

Great job of dancing with who brung you. DEFENSE!!! Great 
TEAM effort!!! Way to move to open spots and cut when Rose 
drives, yet staying mindful of floor balance. Defense wins 
chamionships!!! I love the player chemistry of not caring about 
stats, just win, baby, win!!! GO BULLS!!!
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Score: 0 ryan dornan 
12:33 PM on May 11, 2011

Play RAH ZOOOOL
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Score: 0 rose4mvp 
1:46 PM on May 11, 2011

give bogans credit for a great defensive effort and hitting some 
big shots. it was great to see thibs go to thibs and taj in the 4th - 
they came up big on defense. notice how josh smith 
disappeared in the 2nd half when he wasn't guarded by deng or 
boozer? atlanta uses a one on one type offense and generally 
attacks the best matchup, whether that's whoever korver or 
boozer is gurading or if deng is on the bigger smith. when we 
have a full defensive lineup in, they don't have the great 
matchups and their offense struggles. I think Thibs finally has 
this team figured out and I expect us to close it out in game 6. 
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Great team effort, rose was in mvp form and everyone stepped 
up and contributed. Go Bulls!!
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